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Outline
 Violence Link

 Effective veterinary response to animal abuse

and neglect
 Recognize warning signs
 Document
 Report
 How to be prepared in veterinary practice
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THE LINK: animal abuse & violence
towards people
 Intimate partner violence, abuse of children,

elders, animals.
 A way of maintaining power & control:
 A warning. “Next time it could be you.”

 Leverage. Fear for the pet keeps the family

member from disclosing abuse.
 Children abusing animals—may be acting out
of their own experience
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Implications
 Women delay leaving abusive situations because

of fears for animal’s safety (pets or farm).
 Many women’s shelters have arrangements with
local animal shelters or veterinary hospitals to
provide temporary housing.
 Eg SAFEPET programme Ontario
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McIntosh Sue C. 2004. The Links Between Animal Abuse and Family Violence,
as Reported by Women Entering Shelters in Calgary Communities.

How vets may become involved
 Suspect abuse in patient
 Part of response team
 Assist humane associations/law enforcement

with investigations
 Factual or expert witness
 Provide foster care for pets of
women escaping abuse
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https://www.wcfarkansas.org/cycle-of-domestic-violence/

EFFECTIVE VETERINARY RESPONSE
Recognize abuse and neglect
 Physical abuse
 non-accidental injury – NAI
 Inappropriate training methods
 Sexual abuse
 Emotional abuse

 Inappropriate training
 Withholding social interaction
 Neglect
 Lack of food, water, shelter, veterinary care
 Fighting animals or training them to fight
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Warning signs – combination of factors
 History
 Vague or implausible, discrepant
 Account of the incident doesn’t fit the injury

 Owner evasive about how the injuries occurred
 Delay in seeking treatment
 Ask lots of questions – eg. Who has access?

 Previous injuries? Previous animals?
 Comments by other family members
 Behaviour
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 Animal may be fearful, poorly socialized

Warning signs—suspicious injuries
 Unexplained traumatic injuries
 Old fractures; different stages of healing (cardinal

sign of abuse)
 Bruising (if shaved, or at necropsy)
 Ocular injuries (haemorrhage)
 Burns and scalds
 Stupor from alcohol or drug ingestion
 Old healed or untreated wounds
 Dogs for fighting – may be declawed or debarked
 Vaginal or anorectal injuries (sexual abuse)
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Sites of significant skeletal and soft-tissue
injuries in 426 MVA cases and 50 NAI cases

MVA
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NAI

Intarapanich NP et al. 2016. Characterization and comparison of injuries caused
by accidental and non-accidental blunt force trauma in dogs and cats.
J. Forensic Science 61(4):993-999

Neglect
 Majority of cases
 Malnourishment
 Embedded collar
 Severe matting,

overgrown nails,
hooves; maggots
 Heavy parasite
infestations
 Failure to provide vet
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Animal hoarding

 Accumulates large number of

animals that overwhelms
ability to provide minimal
standard of care
 Fails to acknowledge
deteriorating conditions of
animal & env’t
 Does not recognize negative
effects on health & well-being
of the hoarder & others in the
household
 HoA Research Consortium
 Practical info–interventions
13  Research and publications
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https://vet.tufts.edu/wp-content/uploads/tacc.pdf

Animal hoarding – warning signs for vets
 Rarely see animals for repeat visits
 Rarely see diseases of old age
 Problems of poor preventive health

 May travel long distances, visit multiple vets
 Animals may be bathed or perfumed
 Always willing (eager) to take in more animals
 +/- Sanctuaries/rescues
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Collecting & documenting evidence
 Ask lots of questions
 Perform thorough physical exam
 Can’t hold/treat animal without owner’s

permission or until authorized by investigating
agency
 If permission for x-ray, can take whole body rads
 Document! Document! Document!!
 written record of injuries; photographs/video
(MS or neuro deficits), relevant conversations
 Work with investigating agency
16 May be called to testify

EFFECTIVE VETERINARY RESPONSE
Report abuse and neglect
 Vets typically have not reported abuse
 Often not straightforward
 Fear for animal’s safety, personal safety
 Uncertainty

.

 Breach of confidentiality?
 What if I’m wrong?

 Process?
 Time demands
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“But They Said They Were Sorry”:
Veterinarians’ reasons for not reporting animal abuse*
Carol Morgan DVM
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Objectives:
Method:
Results:

Conclusion:

Implications:
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* For the purposes of this research, animal abuse is defined as instances on significant sub-optimal care including non-accidental injury and neglect of severe medical illnesses or injuries.

camorgan@interchange.ca

Addressing suspected abuse—report?
 Report suspicions
 Humane organization will inspect
 +/- charges; provides opportunity for education

about proper & legally required animal care
 Some (neglect) cases may be handled through
education—follow-up essential
 Mandated reporting
 Child protection/DV fields—intervention is
critical to break cycle of violence
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Educate or report? Consider:
 Number, duration, severity of animal’s problems
 History – makes sense in light of injuries?
 Animal’s previous medical records
 Records on any other animals for this client?
 If there is evidence of abuse – REPORT
 If conditions do not improve (borderline)–
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REPORT
 If there are children involved, report to child &
family services.

Duty to report
 Veterinary Oath
 Promote animal health

and welfare
 Prevent and relieve
animal suffering

 PEI Vet Professionals Act
 Bylaws

 Animal Welfare Act (‘17)
 Veterinarians’ obligation to

report

 8. (1) A veterinarian shall, without

delay, report to the Director any
event that the veterinarian believes
on reasonable grounds is a
contravention of sections 3 to 6.
 13. …even if requires disclosure of
confidential info…

 Protection from liability
 44. No action or proceeding may

be brought against the following
persons for anything done or
omitted to be done, in good
faith,… by..(d) veterinarian.

When will I know all is not right?
Neglect signs
National Farmed Animal Care Council
Codes of Practice

Husbandry:
Hoof Trimming
Helpful
background info

REQUIREMENTS

Recommended
Practices

Educate vs Report
 Severity of issues
 Length of issues
 No client/old client, nature of relationship
 Difficult conversations
 $ and mental health

 Discussion with colleagues
 Add as routine part of “health visit”

In PEI how do I report

What happens next…..
No concerns

Complaint

Inspector
Assessment

Educate/
Recommendations

Veterinarian

Follow-up

Resolution

Order
Prosecution
Seizure
Euthanasia

If only I knew
 Difficult conversations
 Conflict resolution
 Importance of documentation, documentation,

documentation
 Mental health awareness and first aid

• CVMA Animal Abuse

 The Link – Animal Abuse, Child Abuse & Domestic
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Violence
 Recognizing Animal Abuse
 Reporting Animal Abuse
 Collecting and Documenting Evidence
 Veterinarians as Expert Witnesses
 Building a Safe and Humane Community
 Veterinary Forensics:
www.veterinaryforensics.com
 Hoarding https://vet.tufts.edu/hoarding/
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EFFECTIVE VET RESPONSE—Be prepared
 Discuss warning signs of neglect & abuse. Include

NAI in diff dx. list
 In your jurisdiction, find out:
 client confidentiality- veterinary act/by-laws
 Reporting mandatory? Under vet act or a.w. legislation
 Phone number(s) for reporting

 Develop & implement follow-up strategies re

client education (neglect)
 Work with other agencies—SPCA, investigators,
family protection—to protect animals & people
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